Shining a Light on the Dark Web

The last decade has seen a sharp rise in criminal activity on the dark web, including the trade in illicit narcotics, identity documents, firearms, stolen data and cybercrime services. This rise has been driven in part by the greater anonymity of sites not indexed by search engines like Google, and the appeal of using relatively obscure, anonymous cryptocurrencies as payment.

In our 20th anniversary update, we provide an overview of our research activities and highlight some of the research results that are particularly relevant to this topic.

Contents of this Month's Update

To learn more about this exploration of the dark web, the open web and how we can conduct cutting edge research into dark web marketplaces to reveal their size, scope, and mechanics and character. One useful resource in their work is feedback about vendors from academic institutions, and industry partners, all of whom are professionals who give us advice on how we can do our work.

As many of you know, the DHS Centers of Excellence have staggered life cycles dating back to 2002, and the CINA Center is no exception. We also used to think that everything we knew was acquired in the first few years, but we are now more excited about the years to come. This year we continue our work in the state of Virginia, with our ongoing research portfolio of more than 20 projects, our workforce development efforts continue to grow, and we are very pleased to continue working with research teams this summer and to witness the growth and impact, and to meet new partners.

As a result, we are very much looking forward to the challenges ahead of us, as we have many new challenges ahead of us, as we have many new partnerships and stakeholders.

In addition to event pre-production, CINA Science Director, Dr. Tom Holt, led a discussion during the event about the summit. In the event, we engaged with a larger, more diverse, and more dispersed audience than ever before. Thank you to all who supported and attended the event! And thank you to all who attended and continue to support us in our work.
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